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Does long term strategic planning lead to improved financial performance? A case study in
Ontario municipalities

ABSTRACT
This research looks at nine municipalities in Ontario that either have or have not adopted a
strategic plan of 10+ years and a long-term financial plan of 5+ years, and assesses their
financial change based on a set of financial criteria at two different points in time, 2000 and
2019. Using statistical analysis and longitudinal comparison, the research aims to test the
hypothesis that strategic planning with a 10+ years’ time horizon provides a framework for
longer-term financial decision-making, including strategies and key actions to facilitate
multi-year, integrated, strategic decision-making, and provides more financially sound
municipal entities than those municipalities without such long-term strategic planning
frameworks. The study concludes that the group with a strategic plan of 10+ years and longterm financial plan of 5+ years has, on average, more fiscal indicators with positive changes
than the group without such a strategic plan and long-term financial plan (7 as compared to
4). Furthermore, there was an association between the size of the municipality and the
degree to which long-term strategic planning is integrated into an overall strategic, capital,
business, and budget planning framework.

Subject keywords: Strategic Planning, Financial Performance, Public Administration
Geographical keywords: Burlington, Chatham-Kent, Dufferin, Hamilton, Huron,
Simcoe, Thunder Bay, Whitchurch-Stouffville, York Region, Ontario
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Chapter 1 : INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
1.1 Introduction
Long-term thinking is inevitably challenging when governments feel pressured to
deliver tangible short-term results in order to win elections. Yet, it has been found that longterm thinking through strategic planning has a positive, moderate, and significant impact on
organizational performance in the private and public sectors, and across international
settings (George et al., 2019).
Strategic planning remains the dominant approach to strategy formulation at all
levels of government, and it is an enduring topic of public administration research and
practice (George, 2021). Within the last two decades, there have been examples of local
governments, such as York Region and City of Burlington, that are setting long-term visions
to guide their resources today to position themselves for the future (York Region, 2011; City
of Burlington, 2016). But while there is a raising of the bar as far as strategic planning is
concerned, the use of comprehensive strategic management is only beginning to develop in
a small number of leading-edge municipalities (Poister & Streib, 2005). Thus, is there any
evidence in Ontario municipalities that long-term strategic planning results in improved
financial performance, and would that information get more municipalities to look to such
long-term planning frameworks?
Long-term strategic planning does not take place in isolation. Rather, it is closely
linked with other planning processes such as financial (normally 2-5-yr horizon), land-use
(normally 20-yr horizon), asset management (normally 10-30-yr horizon) and business
planning (normally 3-5-yr horizon), as well as budgeting (normally 1-5-yr horizon). Long-
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term strategic planning benefits from the development (and sometimes causes the
inception) of these complementary plans, while simultaneously enhancing the quality of
these other plans (Kavanagh & Han Na, 2008). In fact, all of these planning processes and
their underlying linkages are necessary to realize a complete and aligned planning approach.
Many municipalities have implemented best practices in elements of planning, particularly
in long-term strategic visions. However, typically the integration of financial implications
and risks have been limited to relatively short-term plans (Kavanagh & Han Na, 2008). With
the annual budget cycle so embedded in the planning cycle, governments have had
challenges moving towards a more integrated long-term plan that encompasses all elements
of planning into one framework (Kavanagh, 2007).

The many challenges faced by

municipalities today demand a new planning framework.
Through its research, the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) has
observed that long-term financial planning tends to become more integrated with other
planning processes as experience with planning is gained (GFOA, 2005). This is especially
true with regards to integration with the budget process and strategic planning, where a
combined long-term financial and strategic planning process becomes an immediate
precursor to the budget process (Kavanagh, 2007).
Further, a strategic plan spurs the development of financial policies that are an
integral part of long-term financial planning, connecting the strategic plan to the budget
(GFOA, 2005). Such policies are determined by each local government in order to affect the
actions from the strategic plan. As Kavanagh (2007) points out, marking the importance of
integrating strategic planning with financial planning is the notion that a strategic plan is a
vision which without a financial plan is but a hallucination.
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1.2 Purpose of the Paper
The aim of the research is to explore the question “Do Ontario municipalities that
have adopted strategic plans of 10+ years between 2000 and 2019 have improved financial
performance?” The hypothesis is that strategic planning with a 10+ years’ time horizon
provides a framework for longer-term financial decision-making, including strategies and
key actions to facilitate multi-year, integrated, strategic decision-making, and is positively
correlated with more financially sound municipal entities.
The research question is relevant and important given the transformational changes
currently facing municipal governments. If long term strategic planning is linked to better
financial performance outcomes through evidence of growing sophistication, as
demonstrated by links to other management and decision-making activities, then
municipalities would have an important blueprint with which to improve the overall viability
of their organizations.

1.3 Outline of the Report
This research report is divided into five chapters. Chapter one is the introduction and
context of the paper and provides high level views of the benefits and need for strategic
planning linkages to long-term financial planning.
Chapter two provides a review of relevant literature that starts with a historical
context of the development of strategic planning from the private sector to the public sector,
followed by empirical studies linking strategic planning to organizational performance
outcomes. Different performance dimensions are discussed, followed by the Government
Finance Officers Association’s best practices for long-term strategic planning and long-term
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financial planning. Fiscal health indicators from the Municipal Finance Officers Association
and Ministry of Municipal Affairs are then reviewed, leading to the relationship between
strategic planning and financial performance, and the basis for measuring such performance.
Chapter three builds on the logic established in chapter two and explains the research
design and methodology used in answering the research question. The ladder of abstraction
presents the research question in relation to the problem and hypothesis, which was
operationalized into the elements utilized in the methodology and forming the basis for the
case selection.
Chapter four outlines the analysis undertaken to answer the research question, using
the GFOA-MFOA framework and FIR data, along with a variance analysis, and presents the
findings of the research study. Data anomalies encountered in the analysis are explored, to
provide researchers a basis on which to improve future studies.
Chapter five presents concluding remarks and wraps up the paper by presenting
limitations of the study and recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2 : REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
2.1 Historical Perspective
Until the mid-1980s, a long series of empirical studies had provided only mixed support
for the value of formal strategic planning (Rhyne, 1986). Prior studies generally addressed
differences in performance between those undertaking strategic planning and those who
had not, but the specific characteristics of the planning process associated with performance
had received little attention (Armstrong, 1982 as cited in Rhyne, 1986). At the same time,
while strategic management theorists had recommended planning as an essential tool for
managers, the value of planning systems had increasingly been questioned (Leontiades and
Tezel, 1980; Higgins, 1981; Peters, 1982; Peters and Waterman, 1982; Kiechel, 1982;
Business Week, 1984 as cited in Rhyne, 1986).
Given the criticism leveled at planning systems, and the question of whether the classic
strategic management model actually resulted in superior performance remained
unanswered, Rhyne (1986) sought to specifically address the issue of whether firms
conforming to strategic management theory outperformed firms which did not. Rhyne
(1986) investigated the relationship between financial performance and characteristics of
corporate planning systems, and found that planning systems that combined an external
focus with a long-term perspective were found to be associated with superior 10-year total
return to stockholders (p. 423). Likewise, Miller and Cardinal (1994) found that strategic
planning positively influences firm performance and that methods factors are primarily
responsible for the inconsistencies reported in the literature. Additionally, Hopkins and
Hopkins (1997) found that the intensity with which banks engage in strategic planning
process has a direct, positive effect on banks' financial performance.
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While strategic planning existed for some time in different forms in the public sector as
in the private sector, its prominence in the public sector grew at a more rapid pace from the
1980s onward (George and Desmidt, 2014, as cited in George et al., 2019). In the United
States (US), the economic recessions of 1981-1983 and 1991-1992 sent many state budgets
into the red. Given the intense budget pressures and the ideology of the Reagan Revolution,
state government leaders looked to the private sector for answers through contracting out,
private-public partnerships and management techniques such as strategic planning and
Total Quality Management (Berry, 1994). According to Hall (2017), the broader process of
strategic management in the public sector didn’t occur until the US federal government
entered the performance measurement and management arena in a formal sense with the
passage of The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, requiring federal agencies
to develop strategic plans and tie them to budgets and performance measures. Many states
followed suit, and imposed similar results-oriented requirements through legislation or
executive mandates (Broom 1995; Melkers and Willoughby 1998; Aristigueta 1999, as
referenced in Poister and Streib, 2005).
The momentum was assisted by New Public Management (NPM) and managerial reforms
that promoted private sector management practices in public organizations (Hood, 1991;
Pollitt, 1990, as cited in George et al., 2019). But despite the popularity of strategic planning,
its effectiveness remained criticized by scholars of business and public organizations. One of
the first and most vocal critiques was articulated by Mintzberg (1994), who argued that
strategic planning does not equal or necessarily contribute to strategic thinking (George et
al., 2019), and that organizations' planning activities are too often completely divorced from
performance measurement and resource allocation (Poister & Streib, 2005). The logic
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behind adopting strategic planning though was that if it helped private organizations
perform better, then it should do the same for public organizations (Diefenbach, 2009, as
cited in George et al., 2019).

2.2 Empirical Findings
Poister and Streib (2005) noted that even after strategic planning had been used in
municipalities for 20 years, little was known about how it was used and the results obtained.
Their study of municipal governments in the US with populations over 25,000 explored
whether municipal governments tie other components of the overall strategic management
process to their strategic plans (Poister and Streib, 2005). The response from 512 municipal
managers found that 40% of cities engage in formal strategic planning, and among those,
high percentages also reported the use of particular budgeting, performance management,
and measurement practices aimed at implementing strategic plans effectively (Poister and
Streib, 2005). Somewhat surprisingly, linking performance measures to strategic plans
appeared to be far less common than linking budgets or performance management systems
to strategic plans. Thus, only about one in five of the cities that reported strategic planning
activity also claimed to employ a mix of approaches that would suggest the beginning of a
comprehensive strategic management process (Poister and Streib, 2005). The authors note
that there is some evidence of growing sophistication, as demonstrated by links to other
management and decision-making activities. Overall, Poister and Streib (2005) concluded,
there is a raising of the bar as far as strategic planning is concerned, but the use of
comprehensive strategic management is only beginning to develop in a small number of
leading-edge municipalities.
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This conclusion was further supported by Hall (2017) who noted that performance
management, the use of performance information in strategic daily decision making, has not
infiltrated local governments to the same degree as state or federal agencies. Hall (2017)
identified such obstacles as: insufficient administrative capacity, limited fiscal resources,
insufficient economies of scale, absence of comparable entities for benchmarking,
inadequate use of strategic planning, and complex implementation environments.
Despite the limitations, obstacles and criticism noted of strategic planning, George et al.
(2019) sought to identify whether strategic planning’s continued popularity is merited by
asking the question “does strategic planning improve organizational performance?” The
meta-analysis study of 87 correlations from 31 empirical studies juxtaposed the proponents
(e.g., Bryson 2010; Poister 2010, as cited in George et al., 2019) and opponents (e.g., Bovaird
2008; Martin 2014; Mintzberg 1994, as cited in George et al., 2019) of strategic planning and
sought to identify which of these two perspectives has the most empirical validity. A metaanalysis, or an “analysis of analyses,” is defined as “the statistical analysis of a large collection
of analysis results from individual studies for the purpose of integrating the findings” (Glass,
1976, p. 3, cited in George et al., 2019). The study, with its meta-regression, made a further
contribution to the literature by addressing the long-standing debate on the difference
between public and private organizations to assess whether it is a relevant management
approach across government and business (O’Toole and Meier 2015; Pollitt 2013, as cited in
George et al., 2019). It also examined whether geographic context matters by testing the
strategic plan–organizational performance relationship in both the US and non-US empirical
settings (George et al., 2019).
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The random-effects meta-analysis revealed that strategic planning has a positive,
moderate, and significant impact on organizational performance, and that this impact holds
across sectors (private and public) and countries (U.S. and non-U.S. contexts) (George et al.,
2019). Further, George et al. (2019) identified the following evidence for practice:
▪

Strategic planning should be part of the standard managerial approaches in
contemporary organizations and contradict many of the critiques of strategic
planning.

▪

The formality of the strategic planning processes (i.e., the extent to which strategic
planning includes internal and external analyses and the formulation of goals,
strategies, and plans) is important to enhancing organizational performance.

▪

Strategic planning is particularly potent in enhancing organizational effectiveness
(i.e., whether organizations successfully achieve their goals), but it should not
necessarily be undertaken in the hope of achieving efficiency gains.

2.3 Strategic Planning – Organizational/Financial Performance Relationship
Critically, George et al. (2019) stressed the importance of noting that strategic
planning is not any one thing. The authors emphasize it is very much a practice and any one
operationalization of strategic planning could be too limited. It is a multidimensional concept
in which much variation can be observed and expected to influence organizational
performance (Bryson, Edwards, and Van Slyke 2018; Wolf and Floyd 2017, as cited in George
et al., 2019).
Hall (2017) asked “Which type (of performance metric) should be used?” and cited
Boyne (2002) who identified sixteen different dimensions of performance that could be
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monitored, and they are grouped into five different themes: outputs, efficiency, effectiveness,
responsiveness, and democratic outcomes. Which one is most important? George et al.
(2019) argued that a meta-analysis was needed to inject evidence into the debate, given that
there are different performance dimensions (including democratic outcomes), different
stakeholders assessing performance (including citizens), and different sources and types of
data to measure performance (Andersen, Boesen, and Pederson 2016; Walker and Andrews
2015; Walker, Boyne, and Brewer 2010, as cited in George et al., 2019).
The findings of the meta-regression analysis showed the following order for the
impact of strategic planning on organizational performance dimensions (moving from
strongest to weakest impact): effectiveness, responsiveness, financial performance,
outcomes, and efficiency (George et al., 2019). These findings, the authors note, could be used
to assist in the development of more fine-grained theorization on the strategic planning–
organizational performance relationship.

2.4 The GFOA-MFOA Framework
Perhaps because of The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, requiring
federal agencies to develop strategic plans and tie them to budgets and performance
measures, and many states having imposed similar results-oriented requirements through
legislation or executive mandates, that the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
began to put forth a series of recommended practices from 1999 to 2009 (Appendix A).
GFOA, founded in 1906, represents public finance officials throughout the United States and
Canada (GFOA, 2021). The association's more than 20,000 members are federal,
state/provincial, and local finance officials deeply involved in planning, financing, and
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implementing thousands of governmental operations in each of their jurisdictions. GFOA's
mission is to advance excellence in public finance, and its recommended practices and their
year of adoption are as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Financial Forecasting in the Budget Preparation Process (1999)
Adoption of Financial Policies (2001)
Establishment of Strategic Plans (2005)
Budgeting for Results and Outcomes (2007)
Performance Management: Using Performance Measurement for Decision Making
(2002 and 2007)
Long-Term Financial Planning (2008)

The relevance of such practices to this research topic is twofold. First, GFOA
recommends that all governmental entities use some form of strategic planning to provide a
long-term perspective for service delivery and budgeting, thus establishing logical links
between authorized spending and broad organizational goals (GFOA, 2005). It further
recommends that governments conduct interim reviews every one to three years, and more
comprehensive strategic planning processes every five to ten years. This recommendation
that all municipalities engage in periodic strategic planning processes contrasts with Poister
and Streib’s (2005) findings that the use of comprehensive strategic management is only
beginning to develop in a small number of leading-edge municipalities. It further identifies
a comprehensive process and long-term perspective to strategic planning encompassing five
to ten years. Thus, this leads to one aspect of this research paper by asking, “in Ontario
municipalities, does adopting long-term strategic plans of 10+ years make a difference?”
Secondly, GFOA recommends that the strategic plan should drive the operating
budget, the capital plan, and the government's other financial planning efforts, noting that
an important complement to the strategic planning process is the preparation of a long-term
financial plan, prepared concurrently with the strategic plan (GFOA, 2005). A long-term
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financial plan, GFOA argues, stimulates discussion and engenders a long-range perspective
for decision makers. It can be used as a tool to prevent financial challenges, it stimulates longterm and strategic thinking, and it can give consensus on long-term financial direction
(GFOA, 2005). The time horizon for the long-term financial plan should look at least five to
ten years into the future (GFOA, 2005). Poister and Streib (2005) noted that only 40% of
municipalities reported the use of particular budgeting, performance management, and
measurement practices aimed at implementing strategic plans effectively. Thus, this leads
to the second part of this research paper, “are the municipalities that have adopted a longterm financial plan tied to a long-term strategic plan performing better financially?”
But how is “financially better” measured? As Cuadrado-Ballesteros et al. (2014) note,
there is no universal definition of financial health. The authors clarify that traditionally,
financial health has been the ability of the government to provide public services at the same
time as covering future obligations (GASB 1987, as cited in Cuadrado-Ballesteros et al.,
2014). In other words, they argue, it is the capacity to fulfil existing financial obligations and
provide public services and payments to creditors and employees, among others (CICA
2007). Another definition was proposed by Lorig (1941), who considered financial health to
be the ability of an entity to satisfy its obligations with its available resources, and Wang et
al. (2007) considered financial performance to be measurable by changes in net assets, fund
equity, or net funds (Cuadrado-Ballesteros et al., 2014). All of these definitions take two
aspects into account – the provision of public services and the satisfaction of financial
obligations – and all consider the available funds and resources.
Studies have attempted to develop indicators to represent the financial health of local
governments (see Australian Accounting Research Foundation 1996; Balaguer 2001; Brusca
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1997; Ca´rcaba 2003, 2004; CICA 1997; Dennis 2004; Directio´n Ge´ne´rale de Collectivite´s
Locales 1997; GASB 1999, 2004; Greenberg and Hillier 1995; Groves et al. 2003; Hendrick
2004; Mercer and Gilbert 1996; Wang et al. 2007; Zafra and Lo´pez 2006; Zafra et al. 2009a,
b, c, as cited in Cuadrado-Ballesteros et al., 2014)). All use financial and budgetary
information to create ratios that represent the financial health of public entities, i.e. net debt
index, current expenditure index, etc. (Cuadrado-Ballesteros et al., 2014).
To provide for an Ontario-made definition of financial health for local government, a
joint initiative between the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs (MMA) and the Municipal
Finance Officers’ Association of Ontario (MFOA) facilitated the Municipal Budgeting and
Long-Term Financial Planning Action Group (Action Group) (Ontario Ministry of Municipal
Affairs, 2016). The Action Group consisted of municipal staff, provincial staff, and MFOA
policy staff, and was created as a forum for municipal stakeholders to collaborate on practical
and actionable ideas that assist municipalities in strengthening budgeting, asset
management and long-term financial planning practices (MFOA, 2016).

One of the

deliverables of the Action Group was a set of fiscal health indicators (Appendix B). From an
inventory of over 200 municipal measures, the Action Group identified 12 key indicators that
could be used to better understand municipal operational and financial performance. These
fiscal health indicators consider the elements of a municipality’s fiscal sustainability,
flexibility and vulnerability (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 2016).
The literature includes several research studies indicating strategic planning’s
positive impact on an organization’s financial performance in the private sector (Rhyne,
1986), and a positive and significant impact on organizational performance across the
private and public sector (George et al., 2019). The theoretical framework for this research
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paper will focus specifically on strategic planning’s impact on the financial performance
dimension by looking at Ontario municipalities, incorporating GFOA’s recommendation of
long-term strategic plans being linked to long-term financial plans (minimum five to ten
years), and using MMA/MFOA’s 12 fiscal health indicators to measure the financial
performance of those municipalities.
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Chapter 3 : RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Ladder of Abstraction

Figure 1: Ladder of Abstraction Rungs

Rung

Definition

Topic

Domain

General field of inquiry

Strategic Planning

Problem
(Theory)

General phenomenon of
interest

An absence of long-term strategic planning causes
short-term reactive, informal approaches to
planning and resource allocation.

Question

Specific question that
specifies units of
observation, time period
of analysis, and location.

Do Ontario municipalities that have adopted
strategic plans of 10+ years between 2000 and 2019
have a strategic planning framework and improved
financial performance?

Hypothesis

Expected relationship (if
aim of project is
explanation, testing,
diagnosis, or evaluation)

Municipalities with strategic plans of 10+ years’ have
a framework for longer-term financial decisionmaking, including strategies and key actions to
facilitate multi-year, integrated, strategic decisionmaking, and are more financially sound municipal
entities than those municipalities without such longterm strategic plans and long-term financial plans.

Table 1: Ladder of Abstraction Hierarchy of Topic

The ladder of abstraction was created by American linguist S.I. Hayakawa in his book
Language in Thought and Action (1972, ch. 10), based on the work of Alfred Korzybski
(Seabury, 1991). As Seabury (1991) noted, the ladder of abstraction is a mental model that
describes varying levels of abstraction and concreteness as one moves up or down a
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hypothetical ladder, from domain to problem to question to hypothesis (Figure 1; Table 1).
For purposes of this research, as described by Taylor (2020), the ladder of abstraction was
used to determine the specific research question that specifies units of observation (i.e.
municipalities that have adopted strategic plans of 10+ years), time period of analysis (i.e.
between 2000 and 2019), and location (i.e. Ontario).

3.2 Operationalization
The research question was broken down into elements, and each element was defined as to
its context in the study:
Do Ontario municipalities that have adopted strategic plans of 10+ years between
2000 and 2019 have a [ strategic planning framework ] and
improved [ financial performance ]?
Strategic planning framework = other components of the overall strategic management
process linked to their strategic plan, and include the following (GFOA, 2005):

▪
▪
▪

Long-term Financial Plan (optional)
Asset Management/Capital Plan (mandated)
Operating Plan (Budgets)(mandated)

GFOA recommends that the strategic plan should drive the operating budget, the capital plan,
and the government's other financial planning efforts, noting that an important complement
to the strategic planning process is the preparation of a long-term financial plan, prepared
concurrently with the strategic plan (GFOA, 2005). In Ontario, the development of a longterm financial plan is recommended through a variety of provided resources, but not
required (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2019), whereas Section 5 of
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Ontario Reg. 588/17 under the Infrastructure For Jobs And Prosperity Act, 2015 prescribes
that every municipality shall prepare an asset management plan (MFOA, 2021), and Sections
289 and 290 of the Municipal Act, 2001 requires that every municipality prepare and adopt
an annual budget that includes estimates of all of the municipality’s financial needs during
the year (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2021). Therefore, of the three
listed type of plans, since all Ontario municipalities would have the prescribed plans, this
research sought to find an adopted long-term financial plan, with a minimum recommended
five-year time horizon, among each of the municipalities selected.
Financial performance = Financial Information Return (FIR) data used to calculate the
results on a set of 12 indices (Appendix B) published by the MMA/MFOA as indicative of a
municipality’s fiscal health.
Improved = a measure between two time periods, being 2000 (as post Ontario municipal
amalgamations for ease of comparability) and 2019 (pre-pandemic, to lessen any pandemic
related discrepancies, and that as of the time of this writing, approximately only 26% of
municipalities had submitted their 2020 FIRs).

3.3 Methodology
A case study research methodology was utilized, using statistical analysis and
longitudinal comparison to study whether the fiscal health indicators improved between
2000 and 2019, and if such improvements are seen in municipalities that adopted long-term
strategic plans of 10+ years, and long-term financial plans of 5+ years. A case study strategy
was used as the study was conducted in a real-life setting, to determine what is happening
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in the field (Van Thiel, 2014). This research methodology is quantitative in nature making
use of FIR numerical data. In this study, the dependent variable of financial performance
can be impacted by a variety of confounding variables, such as population size (given the
relationship between a society’s population and its degree of socio-cultural complexity
(Carneiro, 1967)), growth rates (providing greater pressure to undertake a more formal
planning approach (Das Gupta, Bongaarts, & Cleland, 2011)), poverty rates and social
diversity rates (impacting the portion of the budget spent on social programs (Danziger &
Gottschalk, 1985)), just to name a few. The study looked specifically to two independent
variables – strategic plan of 10+ years, and long-term strategic plan of 5+ years. A variance
analysis was used to determine the two independent variables’ association to the
municipalities’ financial performance.
The nine municipal websites were searched for a long-term strategic plan and a longterm financial plan. The municipality’s respective FIRs were downloaded from the Ontario
government’s FIR website (Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs, 2021). The FIR was a
proper data source for this study as it provided a standardized reporting of a municipality’s
financial activities in the previous fiscal year (January to December). Section 294 (1) of the
Municipal Act, 2001 requires that municipalities submit FIRs annually to the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing by May 31. Over 1400 data verification checks are built into
the template. A municipality cannot submit the FIR if it contains ‘critical’ errors, and all
‘verify’ errors must include an explanation. Once submitted, a municipality’s FIR is reviewed
and compared with the audited financial statements to ensure consistency (Ontario Ministry
of Municipal Affairs, 2021).
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Appendix C was the template provided by the MMA/MFOA Action Group, being the
12 fiscal health indicators for municipalities. The template provided the formulas for each
indicator, and to facilitate the calculations for this study, the template was adjusted as
follows (Appendix D): 1) a column with the FIR schedule references was added, 2) a
‘Numbers’ column was added and populated with the FIR figures for each of the respective
years, 3) a ‘Total’ column for each of the years was added to show the calculation results, 4)
a ‘Trend’ column was added to indicate the change in the comparative years, and 5) a ‘Rate
of Change’ percentage column was added to indicate the direction and magnitude of the
change. The Trend column represents the value of the Total 2010/2011 column subtracted
from the Total 2019 column. The Rate of Change column takes the value in the Trend column
and divides by the value in the Total 2000/2001 column.

3.4 Case Selection
There are 444 municipalities in Ontario with a 2016 total population of 13.4 million
(Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2019) (Statistics Canada, 2018). A listing
of all 444 municipalities was created in Microsoft Excel using the 2016 Census data, showing
the 2016 population, 2011
population and the population
change percentage. The 2016
population

information

was

then used to calculate the mean
and standard deviation (Figure
Figure 2: Standard Deviation, 2016 Ontario Municipal Populations
Mean = 45,102; Standard Deviation = 178,587
Skewness represents the large number of municipalities that are less than 1 standard
deviation from the Mean

2). The literature review noted
planning

and

performance
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challenges for smaller municipalities due to insufficient administrative capacity, limited
fiscal resources, and insufficient economies of scale (Hall, 2017), thus municipalities below
the Mean of 45,102 were discarded, leaving 71 municipalities to choose from.
Further, it is preferable to achieve a set of contrasting or heterogeneous cases, as such
a design allows a comparison of the cases to try to ascertain what the effect is of the variation
in the independent variables (Van Thiel, 2014). By creating variation in the independent
variables (such as organizational type, municipal size, or presence of a strategic plan), the
causal relationship can be established more directly (Van Thiel, 2014).

Figures 3 to 5

indicate the variation within the remaining 71 municipalities, ranging from small to large
municipalities, some with high growth rates and some with low or negative growth rates,
situated in various geographic regions across the Province.
Figure 3 shows percentage change by Census division, including unincorporated
territories. While much of Southern and Eastern Ontario are showing growth in the 0 to 5%
range, the areas around the City
of Toronto are growing in the 5 10% range, while the City itself
is in the 0 to 5 % growth range,
along with much of the rest of
Southeastern and Southwestern
Ontario, with a few exceptions
Figure 3: Percent Population Change by Census Division
Source: (Macdonald, 2017), MFOA Policy Projects

for higher growth and a couple

of districts (Chatham-Kent, Brant, and Prince Edward County) showing some population
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decline. Northwestern Ontario is showing a mix of rapid growth in the Kenora census
division and slight decline in the Rainy River and Thunder Bay districts (Macdonald, 2017).
Looking at municipalities
by the Municipal Services Office
(MSO)

regions

(Figure

4)

(Ontario Ministry of Municipal
Affairs

and

excluding
Figure 4: Total Population by MSO Region and Year
Source: (Macdonald, 2017), MFOA Policy Projects

Housing,

Upper

2019),

Tiers,

the

largest growth region was the
Central region with 6.7% average

growth and a median change of +4.78%. Municipalities in the Northwestern region saw the
most decline with an average of -2.82% and a median change of -2.12% (Macdonald, 2017).
When comparing municipalities, it can also be useful to group those that fall within a
similar range of a particular
attribute to note differences
within the spectrum. Figure 5
shows Ontario's municipalities
divided into 10 subgroups based
on their population range, Upper
Tiers excluded. It shows that, for
Figure 5: Total Population by Population Group and Year
Source: (Macdonald, 2017), MFOA Policy Projects

the

most

municipalities

part,

smaller

are

getting

smaller and large urban municipalities are getting bigger. Municipalities that fall in the 20 to
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50K, 200 to 500K, and the greater than 500K ranges are experiencing the most growth, each
with an average of above 5% (Macdonald, 2017). Figure 6 shows how many people live in
municipalities of different sizes. It demonstrates
that while there are substantively more smaller
municipalities, their collective population pales in
comparison to the larger urban municipalities
(Macdonald, 2017).
These figures have shown that most of
Ontario's municipalities experienced slight decline
Figure 6: Population Percent Change by Population
Group
Source: (Macdonald, 2017), MFOA Policy Projects

or slight growth (-5% to +5%), but there were a
few outliers with over 10% decline or growth on

either side of the spectrum. Also, on aggregate, municipalities in the Central MSO region are
growing at a faster pace, while municipalities in the Northwest MSO region are showing
some decline (Macdonald, 2017).

Having analyzed the population data using various

methods and sources, and looking at population size, percentage change by MSO region and
by group, it reinforces the case selection of municipalities above the Mean of 45K, and from
Municipality
Burlington, City
Chatham-Kent, City
Dufferin, County
Hamilton, City
Huron, County
Simcoe, County
Thunder Bay, City
Whitchurch Stouffville, Town
York Region
Figure 7: List of Study Case Selection

Population Population
MSO
2016
% Change** Region
183,314
4.30%
Central
101,647
-2.00%
Western
61,735
8.50%
Western
536,917
3.30%
Central
59,297
0.30%
Western
305,516
10.20%
Central
107,909
-0.40%
Northern
45,837
21.80%
Central
1,109,648
7.50%
Central

regions with the greatest
population change. Using
those factors, Figure 7
shows the municipalities
selected as cases for this
study.
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Chapter 4 : RESEARCH ANALYSIS & FINDINGS
4.1 Analysis
Appendix E contains the comparative analysis of all the rates of change calculated in
the individual municipality’s fiscal health condition spreadsheets (Appendix F to N). The
MMA/MFOA template included 12 fiscal health indicators, grouped into 3 categories of
Sustainability, Flexibility, and Vulnerability (Appendix C).

As noted earlier, the Asset

Consumption indicator under the Flexibility category could not be calculated; therefore, the
comparative analysis (Appendix E) looked only at the 11 remaining indicators.
Each of the 11 indicators were placed in columns and based on the explanation of
each indicator, a determination was made on how to rate each indicators’ rates of change,
being either ‘same or lower is good’ or ‘same or higher is good’, as shown on Appendix E. For
example, for Total Debt to Operating Revenue indicator, if the rate of change from 2000 to
2019 was either the same (a 0% change) or lower (a negative % change), that would be
considered good – meaning that the municipality’s ability to meet its debt servicing
obligations was the same or improving.
Then, conditional formatting of gradient fill data bars was applied to the percentages
in each column for each indicator, to help identify any major outliers to investigate for data
accuracy and integrity, leading to the discovery of some data anomalies discussed in 4.3. As
well, conditional formatting of directional arrows were applied next to each value in each
column, which correspond to the directionality of each value against the mean within that
particular data set.
Additionally, in the middle of Appendix E is the list of the municipalities in this study.
For each municipality, their respective website was reviewed to determine whether they had
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a strategic plan that looked at least 10 years into the future, and a long-term financial plan
that looked at least 5 years into the future. For each type of plan, if the answer was Yes, they
received a 1, and if the answer was No, they received a 0. Those that had both a long-term
strategic plan and a long-term financial plan became one group, those that didn’t became the
second group, as shown in Figure 8.
Group w Strat Plan AND LTFP
Burlington
Chatham-Kent
Hamilton
Simcoe
York

Group without Strat Plan AND LTFP
Dufferin
Huron
Thunder Bay
Whitchurch-Stouffville

Figure 8: Study Grouping

At the bottom of Appendix E, for each fiscal indicator, the mean of the scores of the
members of each group was calculated. For example, for the Total Debt to Operating
Revenue indicator, the 2000-2019 rate of change figures were averaged for the group with a
strategic plan and long-term financial plan consisting of Burlington, Chatham-Kent,
Hamilton, Simcoe and York. The same was done for the group without a strategic plan and
long-term financial plan. The two group averages were then compared, and the group that
met the rating of ‘same or lower is good’ received a 1, the other group received a 0. This was
repeated for all 11 fiscal indicators, and all the ones and zeros were totalled to achieve a total
score for each group.
Additionally, an analysis of variance or ANOVA was performed using Excel on the two
groups – one using population size, another using population growth rate (Appendix O). The
underlying assumption using ANOVA is that a significant difference in the mean scores
indicates that the variable used to create the groups (the presence of a long-term strategic
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plan and a long-term financial plan) offers an explanation for the differences found in the
dependent variable (fiscal health indicators).

4.2 Findings
The study found that the group with a strategic plan of 10+ years and long-term
financial plan of 5+ years had, on average, more fiscal indicators with positive changes than
the group without such a strategic plan and long-term financial plan (7 as compared to
4)(Appendix E). The ANOVA calculation looked to see if the difference in population size or
population growth rate found in each group is statistically different from each other. For
both ANOVA Single Factor analyses, the p-values were greater than alpha (0.05), and were
0.1082 for population and 0.5887 for population growth rate, respectively; therefore, the
variance between the groups is not statistically significant (Appendix O).
Further, the author’s subjective evaluation was a finding of an association between
the size of the municipality and the degree to which long-term strategic planning is
integrated into an overall strategic, capital, business, and budget planning framework
Municipality
Dufferin, County
Huron, County
Thunder Bay, City
Whitchurch-Stouffville
Burlington, City
Chatham-Kent, City
Hamilton, City
Simcoe, County
York Region

Strat Plan Strat Plan
Population Population
≥ 10 yrs Horizon LTFP*
2016
% Change**
N
4
N
61,735
8.50%
N
0
N
59,297
0.30%
N
4
Y
107,909
-0.40%
N
4
N
45,837
21.80%
Y
25
Y
183,314
4.30%
Y
15
Y
101,647
-2.00%
Y
25
Y
536,917
3.30%
Y
10
Y
305,516
10.20%
Y
40
Y
1,109,648
7.50%

MSO
Region
Western
Western
Northern
Central
Central
Western
Central
Central
Central

(Figure 9).
In reviewing
the

long-term

strategic plans of
the group that had
such plans, it was

* LTFP = Long-Term Financial Plan (>= 5 years)
** Population from 2011 to 2016 Census

noted

that

the

Figure 9: Group Differences/Similarities

longer the strategic
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plan time horizon, the more it fostered the implementation of a strategic planning
framework that includes linkages and alignment to various other complementary
organizational plans that were posted to the websites and were referred to in various plans
or documents such as Council reports, asset management plans, budgets, etc. Reasons for
this may be varied, which are discussed in the Conclusion section.

4.3 Data Anomalies
There were some unanticipated items that arose during the analysis.

First,

Hamilton’s 2001 FIR had to be used instead of 2000, as it wasn’t until January 1, 2001 that
the new city of Hamilton was formed from the amalgamation of the old City of Hamilton, its
five neighbouring municipalities of Ancaster, Dundas, Flamborough, Glanbrook, and Stoney
Creek, along with the Regional Government of Hamilton-Wentworth (Ontario Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2021).
Second, the Flexibility indicator Asset Consumption’s formula includes Net Book
Value of Assets, which was not required in 2000 as tangible capital assets reporting did not
become mandatory until 2009. The denominator of this indicator is Replacement Cost,
which is not captured in the FIR as this is an asset management plan requirement, not an
asset accounting requirement. Therefore, this indicator was not calculated for either 2000
or 2019.
Third, under the Vulnerability indicator, Total Residential Taxes per Household as a
Percentage of Household Income, the Median Household Income figure is not captured by
the FIR. Thus, for each of the cases, this figure was sourced from Stats Canada 2001 Census
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for the year 2000 (Statistics Canada, 2013), and from Stats Canada 2016 Census (Statistics
Canada, 2017) for the year 2015 for use in the 2019 column calculations.
Also, where Total Households is used, 2019 figures were in the FIR, but for 2000, the
FIR did not require that number; thus, the data was sourced from Stats Canada’s 2001 Census
for lower and single-tiers (Statistics Canada, 2012) and upper-tiers (Statistics Canada (UT),
2012).
Some data anomalies were also encountered, such as population for WhitchurchStouffville in the 2019 FIR shows 30,705 sourced from MPAC, whereas according to Stats
Canada 2016 Census, the population was 45,837. In that instance, it was confirmed through
Whitchurch-Stouffville’s own Community Profile page in its 2021 budget package (page 5),
which lists the 2016 population as 45.8 thousand (Whitchurch-Stouffville, 2020); therefore,
the Census population number was used.
Using Whitchurch-Stouffville again as an example, another anomaly was when one of
the numbers in a formula calculation resulted in a negative, the rate of change percentages
using those results also resulted in a negative. In most instances, that is mathematics and
that is correct. But in other instances, while the mathematics is correct, the direction of the
change is not. For example, the Operating Surplus Ratio for 2000 is -0.44% and for 2019 it
is 5.51%. That is an increase of 5.95%, but calculating the rate of change as a percentage of
the beginning value results in -1,352.27% (5.95/-0.44).
Another anomaly was the Total Debt to Operating Revenue indicator in Dufferin
County. Since Dufferin did not have any debt in 2000, Debt as a percentage of Operating
Revenue is then 0%. In 2019, it was 15.28%, an increase of 15.28% over 2000. Yet,
mathematically, calculating the rate of change percentage from 2000 to 2019 resulted in a
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‘#DIV/0!’ error in Excel since we are dividing by 0. Excel is aware of this, and in its Help
function for such an error, it provides this suggestion: “The simplest way to suppress the
#DIV/0! error is to use the IF function to evaluate the existence of the denominator. If it’s a
0 or no value, then show a 0 or no value as the formula result instead of the #DIV/0! error
value, otherwise calculate the formula.” This suggested adjustment was made for Dufferin
County, but that is only for what the cell displays, there still remains downstream formula
issues when that value is used for further calculations. Again, mathematically that 0 value is
correct, but if you have $0 now, and someone gives you $1, the percentage change will
calculate to 0, but it can be argued that you have 100% more money than you did before. The
point being, that in the comparative analysis summary sheet those numbers carried across
as 0%, seemingly indicating no change from 2000 to 2009, when in actuality there could be
a sizable change.
In addition, a note must be made on the Taxes per Household indicator. The
numerator is Total Taxes Levied, which is also used in the Total Taxes Receivable as a
percentage of Total Taxes Levied indicator. The FIR schedules shown in the MFOA sample
for calculating Total Taxes Levied include all taxes collected, including the education taxes.
But education taxes are simply collected by municipalities and remitted to the Province, and
not used for municipal purposes. In fact, the explanation on the Taxes per Household
indicator mentions “level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes”. The
education portion should be excluded, but since the MFOA sample FIR schedule data
included that amount, it was left for this study as in the MFOA template.
An additional note on Total Taxes Receivable as a percentage of Total Taxes Levied
indicator must be highlighted. The explanation in the Template identifies that this is a lower-
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tier and single-tier measure only, as upper-tier taxes are collected by lower-tiers. In the
comparative analysis (Appendix E), upper-tiers receive an automatic plus, as the measure is
considered good if the change between 2000 and 2019 is the same or lower. Thus, this
impacts the comparability of this indicator, since 4 of the 9 cases are upper-tiers.
There were also changes in the accounting regulations between 2000 and 2019 that
contribute to some anomalies. The most substantive change was in 2009 and onwards, when
municipalities have had to account for their tangible capital assets (Ontario Ministry of
Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2021). For example, for the indicator Reserves as % of
Operating Expenditures, the MMA/MFOA example indicated using SLC 40 9910 11 value,
which in 2000/2001 includes debt principal repayment amounts and transfers to own funds,
being transfers to reserves. In 2019, however, this number does not include debt principal
repayment or reserve transfers but does include amortization. An adjustment could be made
to ensure consistency in what is included in the formula between 2000 and 2019, but again
it was left for this study as in the MFOA template.
Changes in the FIR structure also impacted Revenue Per Capita indicator. The
population numbers are contained on different schedules for 2000/2001 and 2019, so
Appendix F to N indicate the two different locations used under the Schedule Reference
column. For the same indicator and all indicators using Total Operating Revenues, the total
revenue amount also has a different FIR schedule reference in 2000 than in 2019. In 2000 it
is in SLC 10 5020 01, which includes contributions from reserves and reserve funds that
were not included in 2019. One might use SLC 10 9910 01 instead, as this excludes the
reserves and reserve funds amounts, but has been kept the same for this study as in the
MFOA template.
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Chapter 5 : CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
This study concluded that municipalities with a strategic plan of 10+ years and longterm financial plan of 5+ years has, on average, more fiscal indicators with positive changes
than municipalities without such a strategic plan and long-term financial plan (7 as
compared to 4). Also, the size of the municipality and its population growth rate as being
differences that result in better financial performance were not found to be statistically
significant. Meaning that the strength of the relationship or magnitude of difference
observed in the sample size of the 9 municipalities would more likely not be observed across
the population of 71 municipalities.
One factor that became evident, which was noted by George (2021), and may have a
confounding effect, was the quality, depth, and scope of a municipality’s strategic plan, not
to mention its implementation and resources granted to the process.

Some of the

municipalities in this study have dedicated staff within the Office of the CAO with titles as
Executive Director, Strategies and Initiatives (York Region), and Executive Director, Strategy,
Risk & Accountability (City of Burlington), along with variation in the depth of public and
staff engagement noted in the respective strategic plans. Studies show that much variation
exists in the quality of strategic plans (Bryson, Crosby, and Bryson 2009, as cited in George
2021). Bryson, Crosby, and Bryson (2009) argue that strategic plans can act as important
boundary objects, grouping people, teams, and units together and motivating organizations
to implement strategies and goals. Studies also show that successfully implementing
strategic plans is influenced by the people, process, and plan (3Ps), and that high-quality
strategic plans contribute to successful strategic plan implementation (George, 2021).
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The plans varied dramatically across the 9 municipalities studied, and framed the
context of the strategic planning framework in different ways. For example, in 2011 York
Region undertook a community and corporate visioning exercise and created a 40-year
document, called Vision 2051, which laid
out a long-range desired state as to what
York Region will be like in 2051,
articulated through eight goal areas and
Figure 10: York Region Vision 2051 Framework

corresponding action areas (York Region,

2011). These are then outlined in a strategic plan corresponding with the four-year term of
Council (Figure 10), and all other planning documents/master plans/financial plans, etc., are
then aligned to Vision 2051. In this way, Council can measure how goals are being achieved
and can monitor the appropriateness of these goals towards the 2051 vision or can make
adjustments as circumstances and trends change.
While York Region calls its four-year Council priority list its strategic plan, it is the
Vision 2051 document that sets the long-term goals. This long-term strategic planning
framework aligns with GFOA’s best practices and became what this study sought when
referring to a Strategic Plan of 10+ years – either an individual strategic plan that covered 10
years of more, or as in York Region’s case, the Vision 2051 document along with its aligned
4-year ‘Strategic Plan’.
Similar to York Region, the City of Hamilton created a 25-year community vision
framework called Our Future Hamilton (City of Hamilton, 2021). It builds on the legacy of
Vision 2020, Hamilton’s first community vision that was initiated in 1992. Our Future
Hamilton was created through the engagement of nearly 55,000 residents and community
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partners. When Hamilton City Council endorsed the Our Future Hamilton Community Vision
in 2016, staff were directed to ensure the City’s Strategic Plan was informed by the
community vision, which led to the 2016-2025 Strategic Plan (City of Hamilton, 2021).
Likewise, the City of Burlington has engaged in strategic planning since 1987 (Jones,
2021). Throughout the years, four-year plans were created at the start of each council term.
In 2015, Council supported the move to a 25-year horizon for its strategic planning, called
Vision 2040, and produced Burlington’s Strategic Plan 2015 – 2040, while still creating fouryear work plans (City of Burlington, 2016).
Similarly, Chatham-Kent developed CK Plan 2035 (Chatham-Kent, 2021), Simcoe
County created a 10-year strategic plan called ‘Looking Forward 2025’ (Simcoe County,
2015), while Thunder Bay, Whitchurch-Stouffville and Dufferin County each have a 4-year
strategic plan (Thunder Bay, 2020; Whitchurch-Stouffville, 2019; Dufferin County, 2015).
Huron County is the only case studied where a strategic plan could not be found on its
website (Huron County, 2021).
Results were also varied for the long-term financial plans. York Region has a
comprehensive 5-year operating and 10-year capital expenditure forecast across all of its
programs within its 322-page budget document (York Region, 2021). City of Burlington also
incorporates its long-range financial plan, which was adopted in 2012, into its annual budget,
with a 20-year simulation showing forecasted tax increases within this timeframe (reduced
due to COVID-19 to 5 years, however significantly greater detail has been brought into the
analysis) (City of Burlington, 2021). In 2019, the City of Hamilton launched a multi-year
financial plan that assesses the long-term financial implications of legislation, operating and
capital budgets, and policies. The remainder of the municipalities had scaled degrees of
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financial forecasting and integration between the budget and strategic plan, with current
operating plus a 3 year forecast for Dufferin County (Dufferin County, 2020), current plus a
1 year forecast for Whitchurch-Stouffville ( (Whitchurch-Stouffville, 2020), down to a single
current year budget for Huron County (Huron County, 2021).
York Region, followed by Burlington then Hamilton, seem to take the lead in the longterm planning and financial framework, trailed by the rest in this study group. Even
Hamilton did not seem to get into the long-term financial forecasting until 2019, and
Thunder Bay notably has a long-term financial plan (Thunder Bay, 2015), but continues with
a 4-year strategic plan. I propose that this may be because, as GFOA has observed, that once
a municipality begins to extend the time horizon in its planning framework, long-term
planning tends to become more integrated with other planning processes as experience with
planning is gained, and ultimately where the strategic plan drives the operating budget, the
capital plan, and the government's other planning efforts (GFOA, 2005).

5.2 Study Limitations
Strategic plans and long-term financial plans take a lot of time and resources,
stakeholder involvement, employee engagement, and are some of the most important
documents a municipality produces. In fact, strategic planning has been defined as “a
disciplined effort to produce fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide what
an organization is, what it does, and why it does it" (Bryson 1995, as cited in Poister and
Streib, 2005). As such, one limitation is it was assumed that if the websites did not contain
such documents so vital to the organization, then they didn’t exist. However, at the time of
doing the search for such documents, a municipality may have been in the process of
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updating its website and removed documents in preparation for new uploads that may
perhaps meet accessibility requirements. Thus, it may be possible the documents exist, but
were not on the website at the time of the search for whatever reason.
Another limitation was that a small number of cases were used in this case study,
which could have endangered the reliability and validity of this case study research (Van
Thiel, 2014). To minimize this limitation, a log of all the steps taken in the study and the data
sources used were listed in this paper, so that the whole process can be reviewed afterwards,
allowing for replication in future studies, as suggested by Van Thiel (2014).

5.3 Recommendations
Mintzberg (1994), as cited in George et al. (2019), declared the fall of strategic
planning a quarter of a century ago. Yet, as George et al. argue, strategic planning is clearly
very much alive in contemporary organizations, particularly in the public sector. George et
al.’s (2019) meta-analysis indicates why it is still alive: it has a significant, moderate, and
positive impact on organizational performance. This study sought to look at one of the
dimensions of organizational performance, namely financial performance, and its
relationship to long-term strategic planning in 9 Ontario municipalities, finding that the
group with a long-term strategic plan and long-term financial plan has, on average, more
fiscal health indicators with positive changes than the group without such plans (7 as
compared to 4).
Clearly, these findings and the body of literature cited suggest that opposition to
linking strategic planning with long-term financial planning is not supported by empirical
evidence, although future research avenues should seek to understand such efforts within
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an Ontario context more broadly. There is a need for more theoretical depth and studies that
better capture different independent variables’ actions on strategic planning outcomes.
Future studies should use a larger sample of municipalities for broader statistical analysis
and which take a more nuanced understanding of the strategic plan-financial performance
connection. This paper has added further perspectives to the literature evidence of growing
sophistication in strategic planning in the municipal sector, along with some thoughts for
fruitful research avenues for future engagement with this important topic.

I
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Appendix A:
GFOA Best Practices, Long-Term Financial Planning

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE
Long-Term Financial Planning (2009) (BUDGET)*

Background. Long-term financial planning combines financial forecasting with
strategizing. It is a highly collaborative process that considers future scenarios and helps
governments navigate challenges. Long- term financial planning works best as part of an
overall strategic plan.
Financial forecasting is the process of projecting revenues and expenditures over a longterm period, using assumptions about economic conditions, future spending scenarios, and
other salient variables.
Long-term financial planning is the process of aligning financial capacity with longterm service objectives. Financial planning uses forecasts to provide insight into
future financial capacity so that strategies can be developed to achieve long-term
sustainability in light of the government's service objectives and financial
challenges.
Many governments have a comprehensive long-term financial planning process because it
stimulates discussion and engenders a long-range perspective for decision makers. It can
be used as a tool to prevent financial challenges; it stimulates long-term and strategic
thinking; it can give consensus on long-term financial direction; and it is useful for
communications with internal and external stakeholders.
Recommendation. The Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
recommends that all governments regularly engage in long-term financial planning that
encompasses the following elements and essential steps.
A long-term financial plan should include these elements.
(1) Time Horizon. A plan should look at least five to ten years into the future.
Governments may elect to extend their planning horizon further if conditions
warrant.
(2) Scope. A plan should consider all budgeted resources, but especially those funds
that are used to account for the issues of top concern to elected officials and the
community.
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(3) Frequency. Governments should update long-term planning activities as needed
in order to provide direction to the budget process, though not every element of
the long-range plan must be repeated.
(4) Content. A plan should include an analysis of the financial environment, revenue
and expenditure forecasts, debt position and affordability analysis, strategies for
achieving and maintaining financial balance, and plan monitoring mechanisms,
such as scorecard of key indicators of financial health.
(5) Visibility. The public and elected officials should be able to easily learn about the
long-term financial prospects of the government and strategies for financial
balance. Hence, governments should devise an effective means for communicating
this information, through either separate plan documents or by integrating it with
existing communication devices.
A long-term financial plan should include these steps.
(1) Mobilization Phase. The mobilization phase prepares the organization for long-term
planning by creating consensus on what the purpose and results of the planning
process should be. The mobilization phase includes the following items.
a. Alignment of Resources. This step includes determining the composition of the
project team, identifying the project sponsor, and formulating a strategy for
involving other important stakeholders. This step also involves the creation of a
high-level project plan to serve as a roadmap for the process.
b. Preliminary Analysis. This step helps raise awareness of special issues
among planning participants, such as the board or non-financial executive
staff. A scan of the financial environment is common at this point.
c. Identification of Service Policies and Priorities. Service policies and priorities
have important implications on how resources will be spent and how revenues
will be raised. A strategic plan or a priority setting session with elected officials
could be useful in identifying service policies and priorities
d. Validation and Promulgation of Financial Policies. Financial policies set
baseline standards for financial stewardship and perpetuate structural balance,
so a planning process must corroborate policies in place (as well as the
organization’s compliance with those policies) and also identify new policies
that may be needed.
e. Definition of Purpose and Scope of Planning. The purpose and scope of the
planning effort will become clear as a result of the foregoing activities, but
the process should include a forum for developing and recognizing their
explicit purpose and scope.
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(2) Analysis Phase. The analysis phase is designed to produce information that supports
planning and strategizing. The analysis phase includes the projections and financial
analysis commonly associated with long-term financial planning. The analysis phase
involves information gathering, trend projection, and analysis as follows:
a. Information Gathering. This is where the government analyzes the environment
in order to gain a better understanding of the forces that affect financial stability.
Improved understanding of environmental factors should lead to better
forecasting and strategizing.
b. Trend Projection. After the environment has been analyzed, the planners
can project various elements of long-term revenue, expenditure, and debt
trends.
c. Analysis. The forecasts can then be used to identify potential challenges to fiscal
stability (e.g., “imbalances”). These could be fiscal deficits (e.g., expenditures
outpacing revenues), environmental challenges (e.g., unfavorable trends in the
environment), or policy weaknesses (e.g., weaknesses in the financial policy
structure). Scenario analysis can be used to present both optimistic, base, and
pessimistic cases.
(3) Decision Phase. After the analysis phase is completed, the government must decide
how to use the information provided. Key to the decision phase is a highly participative
process that involves elected officials, staff, and the public. The decision phase also
includes a culminating event where the stakeholders can assess the planning process to
evaluate whether the purposes for the plan described in the mobilization phase were
fulfilled and where a sense of closure and accomplishment can be generated. Finally, the
decision phase should address the processes for executing the plan to ensure tangible
results are realized.
(4) Execution Phase. After the plan is officially adopted, strategies must be put into
action (e.g. funding required in achieving goals). The execution phase is where the
strategies become operational through the budget, financial performance measures,
and action plans. Regular monitoring should be part of this phase. The following
diagram highlights the various long-term financial planning phases discussed in this
recommended practice.
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Appendix B:
GFOA Best Practices, Establishment of Strategic Plans

Establishment of Strategic Plans
Strategic planning is a comprehensive and systematic management tool designed to help
organizations assess the current environment, anticipate and respond appropriately to changes in
the environment, envision the future, increase effectiveness, develop commitment to the
organization's mission and achieve consensus on strategies and objectives for achieving that
mission. Strategic planning is about influencing the future rather than simply preparing or
adapting to it. The focus is on aligning organizational resources to bridge the gap between
present conditions and the envisioned future. While it is important to balance the vision of
community with available resources, the resources available should not inhibit the vision. The
organization's objectives for a strategic plan will help determine how the resources available can
be tied to the future goals. An important complement to the strategic planning process is the
preparation of a long-term financial plan, prepared concurrently with the strategic plan. A
government should have a financial planning process that assesses the long-term financial
implications of current and proposed policies, programs, and assumptions. A financial plan
illustrates the likely financial outcomes of particular courses of actions.
Strategic planning for public organizations is based on the premise that leaders must be effective
strategists if their organizations are to fulfill their missions, meet their mandates, and satisfy their
constituents in the years head. Effective strategies are needed to cope with changed and changing
circumstances, and leaders need to develop a coherent and defensible context for their decisions.
National Advisory Committee on State and Local Budgeting (NACSLB) Recommended
Practices provide a framework for financial management, which includes strategic planning.
GFOA recommends that all governmental entities use some form of strategic planning to
provide a long-term perspective for service delivery and budgeting, thus establishing logical
links between authorized spending and broad organizational goals. While there is not a
single best approach to strategic planning, a sound strategic planning process will include
the following key steps:

1. Initiate the Strategic Planning Process. It is essential that the strategic plan be initiated
and conducted under the authorization of the organization's chief executive (CEO), either
appointed or elected. Inclusion of other stakeholders is critical, but a strategic plan that is
not supported by the CEO has little chance of influencing an organization's future.
2. Prepare a Mission Statement. The mission statement should be a broad but clear
statement of purpose for the entire organization. One of the critical uses of a mission
statement is to help an organization decide what it should do and, importantly, what it
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should not be doing. The organization's goals, strategies, programs and activities should
logically cascade from the mission statement.
3. Assess Environmental Factors. A thorough analysis of the government's internal and
external environment sets the stage for an effective strategic plan. A frequently used
methodology for conducting an environmental assessment is a "SWOT" (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis. Strengths and weaknesses relate to the
internal environment, while analysis of opportunities and threats focuses on the
environment external to the organization.
Local, regional, national, and global factors affecting the community should be analyzed,
including (a) economic and financial factors, (b) demographic trends, (c) legal or
regulatory issues, (d) social and cultural trends, (e) physical (e.g., community
development), (f) intergovernmental issues, and (g) technological change.
Also, a government should develop mechanisms to identify stakeholder concerns, needs,
and priorities. Among the mechanisms that might be employed to gather such
information are (a) public hearings, (b) surveys, (c) meetings of community leaders and
citizens interest groups, (d) meetings with government employees, and (e) workshops for
government administrative staffs and the legislative body.
4. Identify Critical Issues. Once the environmental analysis has been completed, the next
step is to use the resulting information to identify the most critical issues. Issue
recognition should reflect stakeholder concerns, needs, and priorities as well as
environmental factors affecting the community.
5. Agree on a Small Number of Broad Goals. These written goals should address the most
critical issues facing the community. It may be necessary to define priorities among goals
to improve their usefulness in allocating resources.
6. Develop Strategies to Achieve Broad Goals. Strategies relate to ways that the
environment can be influenced (internal or external) to meet broad goals. A single
strategy may relate to the achievement of more than one goal. There should be a
relatively small number of specific strategies developed to help choose among services
and activities to be emphasized. Use of flowcharts or strategy mapping is encouraged in
the design of strategies. To optimize the success of these strategies, opportunities should
be provided for input from those who will be affected.
7. Create an Action Plan. The action plan describes how strategies will be implemented and
includes activities and services to be performed, associated costs, designation of
responsibilities, priority order, and time frame involved for the organization to reach its
strategic goals. There are various long-range planning mechanisms available to enable
organizations to clarify their vision and strategy and translate them into action.
8. Develop Measurable Objectives. Objectives are specific, measurable results to be
achieved. Objectives and their timelines are guidelines, not rules set in stone. Objectives
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should be expressed as quantities, or at least as verifiable statements, and ideally would
include timeframes.
9. Incorporate Performance Measures. Performance measures provide an important link
between the goals, strategies, actions and objectives stated in the strategic plan and the
programs and activities funded in the budget. Performance measures provide information
on whether goals and objectives are being met.
10. Obtain Approval of the Plan. Policymakers should formally approve the strategic plan so
it can provide the context for policy decisions and budget decisions
11. Implement the Plan. Organization stakeholders should work together to implement the
plan. Moreover, the strategic plan should drive the operating budget, the capital plan, and
the government's other financial planning efforts.
12. Monitor Progress. Progress toward planned goals should be monitored at regular
intervals. Organizations should develop a systematic review process to evaluate the
extent to which strategic goals have been met.
13. Reassess the Strategic Plan. Many external factors, such as the national or regional
economy, demographic changes, statutory changes, legislation, mandates, and
climate/environmental changes, may affect the environment and thus achievement of
stated goals. To the extent that external events have long-range impacts, goals, strategies
and actions may need to be adjusted to reflect these changes. New information about
stakeholder needs or results may also require changes to the plan. It is desirable to
minimize the number of adjustments to longer-term goals in order to maintain credibility.
However, governments should conduct interim reviews every one to three years, and
more comprehensive strategic planning processes every five to ten years, depending on
how quickly conditions change. Performance measure results need to be reviewed more
frequently than the strategic plan.
•

Board approval date: Thursday, March 31, 2005

https://www.gfoa.org/materials/establishment-of-strategic-plans
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Appendix C:
MMA/MFOA Fiscal Health Indicators, Template
Fiscal Health Condition - Common Language
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1
TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE

**Net Financial Asset or Net
Debt as a percentage of Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees
** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

Varies

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality (also
known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by lowertiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay their taxes
or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection procedures. High
outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the municipality or result in
higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax write-offs.

Below 15%

NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
TAXATION

A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue may be
needed to pay for past spending decisions.

Varies

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES

20% and up
Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying down
percentage of Operating Revenue
existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent to which
past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.
Total Debt Burden per
TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.
Household
Asset Consumption
NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets that
depreciate in value have been consumed.
Operating Surplus Ratio
(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment etc.).
Own Source Revenues as a
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues from
percentage of Total Operating
its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other levels of
Revenues*
government.
Taxes Per Household
TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

**Refer to Fiscal Indicator Thresholds (FITs)
1

Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.

TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED

Sustainability

Vulnerability

Best Practice

Trend
(on track, action required,
declining)

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue
**Total Taxes Receivable less
Allowance Uncollectables as a
percentage of Total Taxes Levied

Flexibility

Explanation

See attached samples

https://www.mfoa.on.ca/MFOA/WebDocs/AG_Del_6.pdf

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME

REVENUE/POPULATION

below 10%
Varies
50% and up
1-15%
Varies
Varies

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property taxes.

Varies

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and willingness to
provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation to expenditures per
capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the municipality has enough
annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the revenue it can generate,
reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue. Similarly, a low ratio may
suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get additional revenue.

Varies

Detail on
Action
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Appendix D:
MMA/MFOA Fiscal Health Indicators, with FIR Schedule References
Fiscal Health Condition - Comparative Analysis
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality (also
known as tax arrears). This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes
are collected by lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of
residents to pay their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax
collection procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for
the municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax writeoffs.

**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
TAXATION
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue may be
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)
** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Flexibility

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets that
depreciate in value have been consumed.

Total Debt

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

10 9930 01 (2001)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Total Taxes Before Adj

26 9199 03

Tax Adjustments

72 2899 09

Varies

Net Financial Asset/Debt

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940 01
(2001)
10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

Varies

50% and up

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
NA (2001)

2019

2000

-

-

Net Book Value

Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

1-15%

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

-

-

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues from
its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other levels of
government.

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

-

-

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

-

-

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Below 15%

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying down
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent to which
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.
Total Debt Burden per
Household

Varies

Total

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and willingness to
provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation to expenditures per
capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the municipality has enough
REVENUE/POPULATION
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the revenue it can generate,
01)
reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue. Similarly, a low ratio may
suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get additional revenue.

Varies

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

Median Household income Stats Canada

Varies

Total Operating Revenues above

Population

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

$

-

$

-

$

-

-

2019

Trend

Rate of
Change
as% of
2000
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Appendix E:
Comparative Analysis of Fiscal Health Indicators, 2000 to 2009 % Change
Fiscal Health Condition - Comparative Analysis
Sustainability
Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

Municipality

2000-2019 Change
Same or lower is good
Burlington
Chatham-Kent
Dufferin
Hamilton
Huron
Simcoe
Thunder Bay
Whitchurch-Stouffville
York

13.50%
134.26%
0.00%
19.66%
0.00%
123.04%
101.24%
3202.16%
189.38%

Burlington
Chatham-Kent
Dufferin
Hamilton
Huron
Simcoe
Thunder Bay
Whitchurch-Stouffville
York

Strat Plan ≥
10 yrs
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Flexibility

Taxes Receivable as a
Net Financial
percent of Total Taxes Asset(Debt) as percent of
Levied
Own Purpose Taxation

Change

Change

Same or lower is good
-50.85%
-78.26%
0.00%
-37.09%
0.00%
0.00%
-1.23%
-0.77%
0.00%

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Strat plan
Ttl AND LTFP
2
2
0
2
0
2
1
0
2

LTFP ≥ 5 yrs
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

Debt Servicing Costs as
percent of Operating
Revenue

Change

Same or higher is good
-36.43%
194.30%
-31.16%
-54.87%
89.54%
-140.53%
-144.98%
-109.83%
-457.76%

Reserves &
Discretionary Reserve
Funds as percent of
Operating Expenditures

Change

Same or higher is good
8.75%
261.38%
-9.33%
28.13%
120.26%
80.10%
-43.48%
-55.58%
172.72%

Change

Same or lower is good
-15.78%
55.31%
3.02%
-20.10%
0.00%
50.00%
154.00%
1120.93%
-19.04%

1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

Total Debt Burden per
Household

1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

Group w Strat Plan & LTFP
Burlington
Chatham-Kent
Hamilton
Simcoe
York

Vulnerability
Operating Surplus
Ratio

Change

Own Source Revenues Taxes per Household Residential Taxes as
as percent of Total
percent of Household
Operating Revenues
Income

Change

Same or lower is good Same or higher is good Same or higher is good
221.91%
278.73%
573.41%
104.61%
0.00%
291.16%
347.87%
8450.09%
780.11%

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

-17076.92%
-54.73%
156.14%
1781.25%
-987.69%
-2620.17%
-191.97%
-1352.27%
6539.68%

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

40.62%
35.31%
-8.38%
23.63%
-4.76%
-19.15%
115.22%
71.56%
35.68%

1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

Revenue per Capita

Change

Change

Change

Same or lower is
good

Same or lower is
good

Same or higher is
good

67.22%
62.45%
114.79%
32.41%
117.59%
122.66%
34.21%
55.15%
84.77%

39.45%
58.13%
63.64%
2.51%
93.97%
73.03%
14.94%
24.85%
46.05%

200%
81%
184%
67%
105%
71%
137%
169%
208%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Group without Strat Plan AND LTFP
Dufferin
Huron
Thunder Bay
Whitchurch-Stouffville

Yes = 1
No = 0
Variance Analysis

Total Score

Average (Mean) of
Group w Strat Plan & LTFP 95.97%
1
Group without Strat Plan
& LTFP

825.85%

0

-33.24%

1

-99.06%

0

110.22%

1

10.08%

1

335.31%

1

-2286.18%

0

23.22%

0

73.90%

1

43.83%

1

125.43%

0

7

-0.50%

0

-49.11%

1

2.97%

0

319.49%

0

2342.84%

0

-593.95%

1

43.41%

1

80.44%

0

49.35%

0

148.78%

1

4

Conclusion: Group with strat plan & LTFP has, on average, more indices with positive changes than the group without a strat plan & LTFP (7 as compared to 4)
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Appendix F:
City of Burlington, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Burlington
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

Formula1

Explanation

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability
**Net Financial Asset or Net
Financial Debt as a percentage of
Own Purpose Taxation Plus User
Fees

NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
TAXATION
(Net Financial Asset/Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the
municipality (also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected
by lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents
to pay their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax
collection procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow
problems for the municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund
uncollectable taxes or tax write-offs.
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available
for future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future
revenue may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) extent to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal
budget.

Flexibility

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have
funds available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.

Best Practice

Varies

Below 15%

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers

Total

2000

2019

Total Debt

74 9920 01

22,127,968

88,800,040

Total Operating Revenue

10 9910 01 (2019)
10 9930 01 (2000)
70 0699 01

82,753,249

292,560,188

10,584,395

10,829,649

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)

206,149,805
5,402,740
100,660,654

423,358,434
4,880,439
187,599,493

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

51,000,491
15,016,850
34,753,696

168,179,243
25,352,050
108,896,614

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

3,283,408
82,840,490
3,467,293

15,885,248
249,839,178
14,628,516

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

2,303,847
82,753,249
22,127,968

2,552,026
292,560,188
88,800,040

Total Households

02 0040 01
Stats Can (2001)

Varies

50% and up

73,575 $

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

82,753,249

292,560,188

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

82,840,490
51,000,491
15,016,850
51,000,491

249,839,178
168,179,243
25,352,050
168,179,243

Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal
purposes.

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

15,016,850
25,352,050
82,753,249
292,560,188
$ 200,747,065 $ 418,477,995

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Varies

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

$

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in
REVENUE/POPULATION
relation to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 suggests the municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at
01)
the limits of the revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in
more revenue. Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has
greater capacity to get additional revenue.

above
above
above
above

$

Varies

as% of 2000

2019

26.74%

30.35%

3.61%

13.50%

5.27%

2.59%

-2.68%

-50.85%

-55.55%

-36.43%

96.93%

45.92%

49.94%

4.02%

8.75%

6.97%

5.87%

-1.10%

-15.78%

374.92 $ 1,206.93

$

832.01

221.91%

Net Book Value

1-15%

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of
revenues from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers
from other levels of government.

Rate of
Change

2000

152.48%

59,020

Trend

above
above

59,020
3,401.34 $

22.07%

22.20%

-17076.92%

33%

46%

13%

41%

$ 2,286.43

67.22%

1.72%

39.45%

3,401.34 $ 5,687.77

73,575
5,687.77
4.36%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

6.08%

78,066 $
93,588
82,753,249
292,560,188
$

Population

-0.13%

150,836

177,483

548.63 $ 1,648.38

$ 1,099.75

200%
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Appendix G:
City of Chatham-Kent, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Chatham-Kent
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

Below 15%

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

below 10%

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Debt

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the
municipality (also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to
pay their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax
collection procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow
problems for the municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund
uncollectable taxes or tax write-offs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available
Debt as a percentage of Own
for future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own revenue may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)
Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) extent to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal
budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have
funds available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of
revenues from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers
from other levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC purposes.
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in
REVENUE/POPULATION
relation to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 suggests the municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at
01)
the limits of the revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in
more revenue. Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has
greater capacity to get additional revenue.

Varies

50% and up

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Total

2019

16,938,797

68,248,941

223,095,867

383,781,859

8,232,084

3,084,654

110,106,345
2,938,111
22,955,817

187,673,877
2,456,576
157,962,715

70,148,858
28,229,473
5,898,011

156,536,514
73,529,604
2,081,038

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

20,484,335
181,951,726
3,697,811

176,212,352
340,230,330
10,411,098

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt
Total Households

1,339,429
223,095,867
16,938,797
45,241

3,047,956
383,781,859
68,248,941
48,130

74C 3099 02
above
above
02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

$

Trend

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

223,095,867

383,781,859

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

181,951,726
70,148,858
28,229,473
70,148,858

340,230,330
156,536,514
73,529,604
156,536,514

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

28,229,473
223,095,867
107,168,234

73,529,604
383,781,859
185,217,301

45,241
2,369

48,130
3,848

2019

7.59%

17.78%

10.19%

134.26%

7.68%

1.67%

-6.01%

-78.26%

23.33%

68.66%

45.33%

194.30%

14.50%

52.40%

37.90%

261.38%

2.26%

3.51%

1.25%

55.31%

$ 1,043.60

278.73%

374.41 $ 1,418.01

56,716
223,095,867

58,185
383,781,859

107,341

102,042

41.82%

18.93%

-22.89%

-54.73%

92%

124%

32%

35%

$ 1,479.44

62.45%

2.43%

58.13%

$ 2,368.83 $ 3,848.27

Varies

as% of 2000

2000

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

Rate of
Change

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

4.18%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

6.61%

$ 2,078.38 $ 3,761.02
Population

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

$ 1,682.63

81%
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Appendix H:
Dufferin County, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Dufferin County
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

13,977,406

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

26,083,486

91,464,961

-

-

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70
9940 01 (2000)

13,637,890
10,410,919

39,320,261
18,933,992

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

13,637,890
2,838,352
137,597

39,004,082
4,520,395
6,299,308

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

10,109,721
24,956,479
-

24,910,746
83,841,382
2,227,591

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

26,083,486
-

537,440
91,464,961
13,977,406

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

18,160

24,376

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Taxes Per Household

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.

Varies

50% and up

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

2019
-

Below 15%

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Vulnerability

Total Debt

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay
their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection
procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the
municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax writeoffs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

26,083,486

91,464,961

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

24,956,479
13,637,890
2,838,352
13,637,890

83,841,382
39,004,082
4,520,395
39,004,082

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

2,838,352
26,083,486
13,637,890

4,520,395
91,464,961
39,320,261

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation
REVENUE/POPULATION
to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Varies

as% of 2000

2000

2019

0.00%

15.28%

15.28%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

63.19%

43.50%

-19.69%

-31.16%

41.06%

37.23%

-3.83%

-9.33%

0.00%

3.02%

3.02%

3.02%

$

$

Varies

Rate of
Change

-

$

573.41

573.41

573.41%

Net Book Value

1-15%

Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

18,160
751 $

17.52%

10.68%

156.14%

121%

111%

-10%

-8%

$ 862.09

114.79%

0.70%

63.64%

$ 940.51

184%

750.99 $ 1,613.07

24,376
1,613.07
1.10%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

1.80%

68,574 $
89,608
26,083,486
91,464,961
$

Population

6.84%

51,013

63,000

511.31 $ 1,451.82
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Appendix I:
City of Hamilton, 2001 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - City of Hamilton
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2001*

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay
their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection
procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the
municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax writeoffs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)

Below 15%

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) extent to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal
budget.

Flexibility

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Varies

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation
REVENUE/POPULATION
to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Total

2019

Total Debt

74 9920 01

172,260,255

432,708,502

Total Operating Revenue

10 9930 01 (2001)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

951,043,550

1,997,089,723

84,418,138

86,308,978

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2001)

682,297,527
7,655,307
283,769,416

1,106,279,732
9,615,422
257,381,775

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

478,833,156
153,819,333
-

897,098,666
374,361,642
52,963,110

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

283,526,440
943,944,074
13,090,259

612,512,459
1,729,143,549
52,182,855

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt
Total Households

26,232,567
951,043,550
172,260,255
193,213

13,766,580
1,997,089,723
432,708,502
237,200 $

Varies
50% and up

74C 3099 02
above
above
02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

951,043,550

1,997,089,723

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

943,944,074
478,833,156
153,819,333
478,833,156

1,729,143,549
897,098,666
374,361,642
897,098,666

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

153,819,333
951,043,550
674,642,220

374,361,642
1,997,089,723
1,096,664,310
$

Varies

Rate of
Change
as% of 2000

2001*

2019

18.11%

21.67%

3.56%

19.66%

12.51%

7.87%

-4.64%

-37.09%

44.85%

20.24%

-24.61%

-54.87%

30.04%

38.49%

8.45%

28.13%

4.13%

3.30%

-0.83%

-20.10%

891.56 $

1,824.23

$

932.68

104.61%

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

193,213
3,492 $

21.07%

19.95%

1781.25%

94%

116%

22%

24%

$ 1,131.67

32.41%

0.15%

2.51%

3,491.70 $

6.13%

58,396 $
75,464
951,043,550 1,997,089,723
$

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

4,623.37

237,200
4,623.37
5.98%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

Population

1.12%

459,638

579,000

2,069.11 $

3,449.21

$ 1,380.09

67%
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Appendix J:
Huron County, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Huron County
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

-

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

47,056,502

95,931,576

-

-

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)
10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

17,965,077
12,239,489

42,117,109
51,804,600

17,965,077
4,042,344
8,166,252

42,117,109
7,022,571
39,153,936

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

3,853,035
47,199,100
-

13,077,513
93,096,170
-

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

47,056,502
-

95,931,576
-

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

26,330

28,369

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Taxes Per Household

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation to
REVENUE/POPULATION
expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Varies

50% and up

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

2019
-

Below 15%

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Vulnerability

Total Debt

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay
their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection
procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the
municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax writeoffs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue may
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

47,056,502

95,931,576

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

47,199,100
17,965,077
4,042,344
17,965,077

93,096,170
42,117,109
7,022,571
42,117,109

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

4,042,344
47,056,502
17,965,077

7,022,571
95,931,576
42,117,109

as% of 2000

2000

2019

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

55.62%

105.42%

49.80%

89.54%

25.47%

56.10%

30.63%

120.26%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-

0.00%

$

$

Varies

Rate of
Change

-

$

-

$

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

26,330
682 $

5.77%

6.42%

-987.69%

123%

117%

-6%

-5%

682.30 $

$

802.31

117.59%

2.25%

1.09%

93.97%

829.61

105%

58,833 $
65,944
47,056,502
95,931,576
$

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

1,484.62

28,369
1,484.62
1.16%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

Population

-0.65%

59,701

59,297

788.20 $

1,617.82

$
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Appendix K:
Simcoe County, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Simcoe County
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay
their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection
procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the
municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax writeoffs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)

Below 15%

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.

Flexibility

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Varies

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation
REVENUE/POPULATION
to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Total Debt

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Total

2019

8,038,698

40,506,739

217,865,061

492,103,833

-

-

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)

59,211,542 169,836,190
41,612,756 - 39,111,995

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

59,211,542
25,159,505
24,479,350

167,516,040
28,151,593
15,878,807

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

25,772,940
218,865,897
281,570

163,360,069
433,421,609
2,561,305

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

757,955
217,865,061
8,038,698

999,750
492,103,833
40,506,739

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

112,157

144,481

Varies

50% and up

$

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

217,865,061

492,103,833

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

218,865,897
59,211,542
25,159,505
59,211,542

433,421,609
167,516,040
28,151,593
167,516,040

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

25,159,505
217,865,061
59,211,542

28,151,593
492,103,833
169,836,190
$

Varies

Rate of
Change
as% of
2000

2000

2019

3.69%

8.23%

4.54%

123.04%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

49.32%

-19.99%

-69.31%

-140.53%

22.96%

41.35%

18.39%

80.10%

0.48%

0.72%

0.24%

50.00%

$ 208.69

291.16%

71.67 $

280.36

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

112,157
528 $

29.99%

31.18%

-2620.17%

142%

115%

-27%

-19%

$ 647.56

122.66%

$

73.03%

527.93 $ 1,175.49

144,481
1,175.49
1%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

1.54%

0.01

59,427 $
76,489
217,865,061 492,103,833
$

Population

-1.19%

244,219

322,194

892.09 $ 1,527.35

$ 635.26

71%
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Appendix L:
City of Thunder Bay, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Thunder Bay
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

Below 15%

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

below 10%

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue)
(SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10 9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Debt

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to
pay their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax
collection procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow
problems for the municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable
taxes or tax write-offs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)
Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) extent to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal
budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have
funds available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation
REVENUE/POPULATION
to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Varies

50% and up

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Total

2019

45,011,383

212,110,658

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

241,959,063

566,696,690

7,439,868

10,380,574

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)

152,276,072
219,121,170
4,087,451
82,972,396 - 113,440,031

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

93,830,954
59,567,797
95,871,214

184,525,643
281,685,239
117,477,167

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

9,259,741
244,054,744
3,210,590

19,088,136
560,822,924
22,172,554

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt
Total Households

1,628,104
241,959,063
45,011,383
47,889

6,615,527
566,696,690
212,110,658
50,388

74C 3099 02
above
above
02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

241,959,063

566,696,690

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

244,054,744
93,830,954
59,567,797
93,830,954

560,822,924
184,525,643
281,685,239
184,525,643

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

59,567,797
241,959,063
152,276,072

281,685,239
566,696,690
215,033,719

Varies

Rate of
Change
as% of 2000

2000

2019

18.60%

37.43%

18.83%

101.24%

4.89%

4.83%

-0.06%

-1.23%

54.09%

-24.33%

-78.42%

-144.98%

43.08%

24.35%

-18.73%

-43.48%

2.00%

5.08%

3.08%

154.00%

939.91

$ 4,209.55

$

3,269.64

347.87%

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

$

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

Population

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

47,889
3,180 $

-1.37%

1.26%

2.63%

-191.97%

101%

217%

116%

115%

$ 3,179.77

$ 4,267.56

5.42%

6.23%

$ 2,219.48

$ 5,251.62

$

1,087.79

34.21%

0.81%

14.94%

50,388
4,267.56

58,637 $
68,476
241,959,063
566,696,690

109,016

107,909

$

3,032.13

137%
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Appendix M:
Town of Whitchurch-Stouffville, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - Whitchurch-Stouffville
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

74 9920 01

Total Operating Revenue

Below 15%

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

below 10%

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*

Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Debt

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality
(also known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by
lower-tiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to
pay their taxes or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax
collection procedures. High outstanding taxes could create cash flow
problems for the municipality or result in higher tax rates to fund uncollectable
taxes or tax write-offs.
**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own may be needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)
Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in
expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) down existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) extent to which past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal
budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets
that depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have
funds available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues
from its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other
levels of government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property
taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and
willingness to provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation
REVENUE/POPULATION
to expenditures per capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 municipality has enough annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the
01)
revenue it can generate, reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue.
Similarly, a low ratio may suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get
additional revenue.

Varies

50% and up

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Total

2019

182,000

33,722,708

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

13,099,887

73,476,110

3,218,990

10,741,066

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940
01 (2000)

30,991,003
104,256,029
156,744
582,882
9,693,306 5,496,019

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

6,556,463
3,253,574
-

32,948,672
23,641,871
938,957

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01

10,707,420
13,143,290
-

24,520,959
70,359,534
2,444,256

Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

56,972
13,099,887
182,000

1,415,185
73,476,110
33,722,708

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

7,642

16,561

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

13,099,887

73,476,110

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

13,143,290
6,556,463
3,253,574
6,556,463

70,359,534
32,948,672
23,641,871
32,948,672

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

3,253,574
13,099,887
30,834,259

23,641,871
73,476,110
103,673,147

as% of 2000

2000

2019

1.39%

45.90%

44.51%

3202.16%

10.44%

10.36%

-0.08%

-0.77%

98.81%

-9.71%

-108.52%

-109.83%

81.47%

36.19%

-45.28%

-55.58%

0.43%

5.25%

4.82%

1120.93%

$

$

Varies

Rate of
Change

23.82 $

2,036.27

$

2,012.46

8450.09%

Net Book Value

1-15%

Varies

Trend

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

5.51%

5.95%

-1352.27%

32%

55%

23%

72%

4,034.84 $

02 0041 01 (2019)used Stats Can 2016
Census
90 0010 01 (2001)

6,260.08

$

2,225.24

55.15%

1.21%

24.85%

16,561
6,260.08
5%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above
Population

7,642
4,035 $

-0.44%

6.08%

82,860 $
102,997
13,099,887
73,476,110
22,008

45,837

$

595.23 $

1,602.99

$

1,007.75

169%
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Appendix N:
York Region, 2000 & 2009 Fiscal Health Indicators
Fiscal Health Condition - York Region
Financial
Principles

Indicator

Formula1

Explanation

Best Practice

Elements

Schedule
Reference

Numbers
2000

Total Debt to Operating
Revenue

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL ANNUAL REVENUE
Indicates the municipality’s ability to meet debt servicing obligations.
(Total Debt (SLC 74 9920 01)/Total Operating Revenue
(SLC 10 9910 01)

**Total Taxes Receivable less
TAXES RECEIVABLE LESS ALLOWANCE FOR
Allowance Uncollectables as a
UNCOLLECTABLES /TOTAL TAXES LEVIED
percentage of Total Taxes Levied (Taxes Receivable - Tax Write-Offs/Total Taxes levied)
(SLC 70 0699 01)/(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)

Sustainability

Taxes Receivable is the amount of outstanding taxes owed to the municipality (also
known as tax arrears).
This is a lower-tier/single-tier measure only (upper tier-taxes are collected by lowertiers). High outstanding taxes may reflect the inability of residents to pay their taxes
or it could indicate problems with the municipality’s tax collection procedures. High
outstanding taxes could create cash flow problems for the municipality or result in
higher tax rates to fund uncollectable taxes or tax write-offs.

**Net Financial Asset or Net
NET FINANCIAL ASSET (DEBT)/ OWN PURPOSE
A positive number indicates the amount of resources that may be available for
Debt as a percentage of Own
future needs. A negative number indicates how much of the future revenue may be
TAXATION
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (Net Financial Asset or Net Debt (SLC 70 9945 01)/Own needed to pay for past spending decisions.
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees (SLC 10 0299 01 +
SLC 10 1299 01)
** Reserves/Discretionary Reserve
Funds as a percentage of
Operating Expenditures

RESERVES AND DISCRETIONARY RESERVE
FUNDS/OPERATING EXPENSES
(SLC 60 2099 02 + SLC 60 2099 03) / (SLC 40 9910 11)

Total Debt Burden per
Household

TOTAL DEBT/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
(SLC 74 9920 01 / SLC 02 0040 01)

Asset Consumption
N/A - Data for 2000 not available

NET BOOK VALUE OF ASSET/REPLACEMENT COST
(SLC 51A 9910 11 /

Operating Surplus Ratio

(OPERATING REVENUES LESS OPERATING
EXPENSES)/OWN SOURCE REVENUE
(Operating Revenue - Operating Expenses)/(Own
Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees) (SLC 10 9910 01 SLC 40 9910 11) / (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)
OWN SOURCE REVENUE/TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
(Own Purpose Taxation Plus User Fees)/Operating
Revenue) (SLC 10 0299 01 + SLC 10 1299 01)/SLC 10
9910 01)

Own Source Revenues as a
percentage of Total Operating
Revenues*
Taxes Per Household

Vulnerability

Total Residential Taxes per
Household as a percentage of
Household Income

Revenue Per Capita

Measures a municipality’s flexibility to meet future spending needs.

Compares the net book value of assets (original cost less accumulated
depreciation) to their replacement costs to measure the rate to which assets that
depreciate in value have been consumed.
Indicates the municipality’s ability to cover its operational costs and have funds
available for other purposes (i.e. reserves, debt repayment, etc.).

Indicates the extent to which a municipality has a high proportion of revenues from
its own sources reducing its impact to a change in transfers from other levels of
government.

TAXES LEVIED/TOTAL HOUSEHOLDS
Indicates the level of taxes on residential households for municipal purposes.
(Total Taxes levied/households)(SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC
72 2899 09) / SLC 02 0040 01)
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TAXES PER
HOUSEHOLD/HOUSEHOLD INCOME
((SLC 26 9199 03 - SLC 72 2899 09)/SLC 02 0040 01) /
(Household Income)

Below 15%

Indicates the portion of a ratepayer’s income used to pay municipal property taxes.

Indicates the demand for resources and the municipality’s ability and willingness to
provide resources. A high ratio and increasing trend, in relation to expenditures per
REVENUE/POPULATION
capita, is generally desirable. A high ratio suggests the municipality has enough
(Total Revenue/Population) (SLC 10 2010 01/SLC 0041 annual resources but that it is now at the limits of the revenue it can generate,
01)
reducing its flexibility for bringing in more revenue. Similarly, a low ratio may
suggest the municipality has greater capacity to get additional revenue.

2019

Total Debt

74 9920 01

230,908,218

3,391,559,159

Total Operating Revenue

10 9930 01 (2000)
10 9910 01 (2019)
70 0699 01

579,542,961

2,941,865,343

-

-

Total Receivable less
Allowance for
Uncollectables

Trend

Rate of
Change
as% of 2000

2000

2019

39.84%

115.29%

75.45%

189.38%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

9.54%

-34.13%

-43.67%

-457.76%

Varies

Total Taxes Before Adj
Tax Adjustments
Net Financial Asset/Debt

26 9199 03
72 2899 09
70 9945 01 (2019)
70 9910 01 - 70 9940 01
(2000)

373,646,756
37,590,756 -

1,152,162,507
562,435,879

20% and up

Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Discretionary Reserves

10 0299 01
10 1299 01
60 2099 02

373,646,756
20,218,023
281,777,541

1,148,357,175
499,463,543
3,154,798,625

27,870,852
577,077,388
17,091,942

141,692,869
2,252,615,734
18,461,806

53.66%

146.34%

92.68%

172.72%

below 10%

Reserves
60 2099 03
Total Operating Expenses 40 9910 11
Principal Payments
74C 3099 01
Interest Payments
Total Operating Revenue
Total Debt

74C 3099 02
above
above

16,701,483
579,542,961
230,908,218

120,435,883
2,941,865,343
3,391,559,159

5.83%

4.72%

-1.11%

-19.04%

Total Households

02 0040 01 (2019)
Stats Can (2001)

229,239

382,571

Indicates the ability to offset unexpected revenue losses or increases in expenses.

**Debt Servicing cost as a
DEBT CHARGES FOR THE YEAR/OPERATING REVENUE Debt servicing is how much of each dollar raised in revenue is spent paying down
percentage of Operating Revenue
(Principal + Interest payments/Operating Revenue) existing debt (both principal and interest). This indicator shows the extent to which
(SLC 74C 3099 01 + SLC 74C 3099 02)/SLC 10 9910 01) past borrowing decisions may impact the current municipal budget.

Flexibility

Varies

Total

Varies

50% and up

$

1-15%

Replacement Cost
Total Operating Revenues above

579,542,961

2,941,865,343

Varies

Total Operating Expenses
Own Purpose Taxation
Total User Fees
Own Purpose Taxation

above
above
above
above

577,077,388
373,646,756
20,218,023
373,646,756

2,252,615,734
1,148,357,175
499,463,543
1,148,357,175

Varies

Total User Fees
above
Total Operating Revenues above
Total Taxes Levied
above

20,218,023
579,542,961
373,646,756

499,463,543
2,941,865,343
1,152,162,507
$

Varies

Varies

1,007.28 $

8,865.18

$

7,857.89

780.11%

Net Book Value

Total Households
Residential Taxes per
household

above
above

229,239
1,630

$

41.83%

41.20%

6539.68%

105%

143%

38%

36%

1,629.94 $

75,678
579,542,961

$

729,254

$

1,381.69

84.77%

3.14%

0.99%

46.05%

95,776
2,941,865,343
$

02 0041 01 (2019)
90 0010 01 (2001)

3,011.63

382,571
3,011.63
2.15%

Median Household income Stats Canada
Total Operating Revenues above

Population

0.63%

1,202,535

794.71 $

2,446.39

$

1,651.68

208%

XXIV

Appendix O:
Variance Analysis

Variance Analysis
Population Variance
Group W Group Wt
183,314
61,735
101,647
59,297
536,917 107,909
305,516
45,837
1,109,648

Growth Rate Variance
Group W Group Wt
4.3
8.5
-2
0.3
3.3
-0.4
10.2
21.8
7.5

Group w Strat Plan & LTFP
Burlington
Chatham-Kent
Hamilton
Simcoe
York

Anova: Single Factor

SUMMARY
Groups
Group W
Group Wt

Count
5
4

ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
3.19E+11
6.58E+11

Total

9.77E+11

Sum
Average Variance
2237042 447408.4 1.64E+11
274778 68694.5 7.32E+08

df

MS
F
P-value
F crit
1 3.19E+11 3.389612 0.108172 5.591448
7 9.4E+10
8

Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
Group W
Group Wt

Count
5
4

ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
18.56022
404.822

Total

423.3822

Sum
Average Variance
23.3
4.66
21.273
30.2
7.55 106.5767

df

MS
F
P-value
F crit
1 18.56022 0.320935 0.588741 5.591448
7 57.83171
8

Group without Strat Plan AND LTFP
Dufferin
Huron
Thunder Bay
Whitchurch-Stouffville

